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From: Roy Mathew \s ,,2.
To: Mark Satorius
Date: Mon, Apr 1, 2002 2:48 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Pt. Beach IR & choice letter (EA-02-031)

Mark,

Here is my comment. I will be glad to discuss the comments with you.

1. Add a paragraph in the cover letter to capture the following " Clearly state whether there is or is not an
immediate safety issue. State that either the finding does not present an immediate safety concern, or
that the issue did represent an immediate safety issue but the licensee has established compensatory
measures which are in place while licensee long term corrective measures are being implemented. It
should be clear that with the compensatory corrective actions in place that the immediate safety hazard no
longer exist. "

2. Inspection report details should discuss the CCDP threshold it met for conducting a special inspection.

3. Cover letter, first paragraph and Section 40A6, change the year from "2001"to "2002." (Minor)

4. Check third bullet under safety significance discussion for error. (Minor)

Thanks,
Roy

>>> Brent Clayton 04/01/02 08:18AM >> >
Ok - here it is.

---Brent

>>> Mark Satorius 04/01/02 06:19AM >>>
brent - somehow the letter and ir was not attached. if you could pis sent to me and roy mathew, we'll turn
it around this morning.

roy - pis review for consistency w/ guidance and share your thoughts w/ me - thanks

>>> Brent Clayton 03/29/02 05:OOPM >>> R n 1 1
Mark - in Mike's absence, the subject choice letter and IR are attached for NRR concurrence if you
choose to be on concurrence. Sorry for the short notice but the region would like to issue it on Monday if
possible.

---Brent

CC: Doug Coe


